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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
A container having an off-center neck adapted to con 

tain at least two resilient tubular sleeve members friction 
?tted within the container, the sleeve members being in 
turn adapted to carry a plurality of tablets or wafers in 
friction-?tting, coin-stacked engagement, such that only 
one sleeve member is accessible to removal from the con 
tainer to dispense the tablets contained therein. This con 
struction prevents the tablets or wafers from striking 
against each other or the interior of the container and 
thereby prevents damage to the tablets. 

This invention relates to a container and dispenser com 
bination for tablets or the like. More particularly, this 
invention is concerned with a receptacle adapted to con 
tain a plurality of sleeve inserts which function as storage 
holders and dispensers for tablets of wafers. 

Several varieties and shapes of containers are known to 
the art, each variety being formulated and shaped accord 
ing to the particular use for which it is intended. In the 
drug industry, receptacles of various shapes and designs 
are particularly useful for containing medicaments to be 
sold to the consumer public. In this connection, many 
medicaments are manufactured and sold in a tablet or 
wafer form to be used for oral administration. Of these 
medicaments, many lend themselves to coating prepara 
tions whereby the medicament is coated with either a 
sugar or plastic ?lm, packaged and sold for ultimate use 
in this form. Generally, no problem exists with respect to 
the packaging of these medicaments since the coating 
composition protects the drug core. Others, however, are 
more suitably adapted to be manufactured and sold in a 
dry wafer-type tablet. Illustrations of these medicaments 
are the common aspirin, pinicillin, vitamin tablets and 
other analgesic agents, among others. The medicament 
is formulated into an anhydrous powder and then com 
pressed into a wafer shaped tablet. This form of medica 
ment is desirable in many instances since it it dissolves 
quickly upon ingestion, releasing the drug into the blood 
stream for immediate use by the host. 
The problems which have been encountered with this 

form of tablet are many. First, it is susceptible to break 
age and crumbling during packaging and subsequent 
handling. Generally, these tablets are packed in loose re 
lationship with respect to each other in a bottle or box, 
and sold to the consumer in this fashion. During the 
initial packaging procedure, shipment and the subsequent 
handling by the consumer, the tablets are caused to strike 
against each other and against the walls of the container, 
resulting in a substantial ‘amount of breakage of the 
tablets. This is especially true where ‘the nature of the 
packaging requires the consumer to tilt the container in 
order to withdraw tablets from within and then tilt the 
container back to its upright position for storage. Each 
time this operation is carried out, the tablets within the 
container are subjected to rough treatment inducing 
breakage and/or crumbling. 
The above-described problem assumes greater import 

ance where prescription drugs are involved. Each tablet 
constitutes a measured dosage of the medicament, and 
if the tablet breaks or crumbles, the unit dosage will be 
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diminished. The patient may nevertheless, continue to 
take the tablets as prescribed even though they are dam 
aged, assuming that he has taken the prescribed dosage. 
The result is the consumption of less medicament than 
prescribed which can very possibly be detrimental to the 
patient. 

There are also the attendant problems of convenience 
and contamination with loosely packed medicaments in a 
typical container. The consumer must either reach into 
the container with his hand or ?ngers to withdraw the 
desired number of tablets, or he must tilt the container, 
dumping out several tables from which he selects the 
desired number, returning the remainder into the con 
tainer. In either event, access to the contents of the con 
tainer is inconvenient and contamination of the remain 
ing tablets is not only likely, but quite probable. 

It is therefore, one object of this invention to provide 
a dispenser for tablets or the like which will prevent 
breakage or crumbling of the contents by holding each 
tablet or the like securely within said dispenser. 

It is another object of this invention to provide a dis 
penser for tablets or the like which can accommodate a 
plurality of tablets in a manner suitable for storage While 
at the same time securing each of said tablets within the 
dispenser so that they are prevented from striking against 
each other when the dispenser is ‘moved in any manner. 

It is still another object of this invention to provide a 
tablet dispenser in combination with a container therefor 
which admits easy access to the contents of the container 
while at the same time providing ample storage area for 
the tablets or the like, and which simultaneously prevents 
damage to the stored tablets when the container and dis 
penser are moved in any manner. 

Still another object of this invention is to provide a 
tablet dispenser in combination with a container therefor 
which admits easy access to each individual tablet within 
the dispenser while at the same time preventing contami 
nation to the remainder of the contents. 

Other objects and advantages can be better visualized 
by reference to the drawings appended hereto and the de 
scription following below. It is to be understood that this 
description illustrates only one embodiment of invention, 
and others skilled in the art may accordingly modify this 
embodiment as their particular needs dictate. 

In general, the device comprehended by this invention 
consists ‘of a container of predetermined interior diameter, 
having an elf-centered neck and adapted to contain two 
or more tubular sleeve members friction-?tted within the 
interior of said container, whereby only one sleeve mem~ 
ber can be withdrawn ‘from the container at a time. Each 
sleeve member is adapted to contain a plurality of tablets 
or the like, friction-?tted within the ambit of said sleeve 
in stacked relationship, whereby each tablet is rendered 
accessible to a user when the sleeve member is withdrawn 
from the container. 
The container may be formulated from any suitable 

material such as glass, plastic or reinforced paper for 
example, depending upon the use to which the container 
is to be adapted. In the pharmacutical industry, glass con 
tainers are generally employed since they are economi 
cally manufactured and easily sterilized. However, it is 
to be understood that the particular material selected for 
the container is not considered to be a part of this inven 
tion. 
The interior diameter of the container is variable since 

the container may be designed to carry two or more sleeve 
members. However, it is important that the neck of the 
containers be formed such that only one sleeve member is 
accessible to removal at a time, allowing the remainder 
of the interior area to function as storage space for the 
remaining sleeve members. 
Each sleeve member comprises an elongated arcuately 



assaase 
shaped body wall having an open side delineated by op 
posed edges and is made from a plastic material such as 
polyethylene, polystyrene, or polyvinyl, etc. The plastic 
material must be ?rm enough to hold the tablets or 
wafers in friction-?tting engagement within the arcuately 
shaped body wall, but resilient enough to be stretched so 
that tablets can be withdrawn through the open side and 
then sprung back to its normal con?guration to hold the 
remaining tablets ?rmly in position. The opposed edges 
are preferably ?anged outward and away from the body 
wall to insure that the tablets will come into contact only 
with a smooth surface and avoid any contact with sharp 
edges or corners when being withdrawn from the sleeve 
dispenser. 
The sleeve members and the container are so con 

structed that each sleeve is friction-?tted against the re 
spective tubular body walls of the other sleeves and the 
interior walls of the container when the container ac 
commodates its full complement of sleeve members. The 
one sleeve accessible to the open neck may be withdrawn 
from the container when manual force is applied to 
overcome the frictional forces, pulling the sleeve dispenser 
up through the neck. While the sleeve dispenser is par 
tially withdrawn from the container, the desired number 
of tablets may be removed from the sleeve dispenser with 
out disturbing or contaminating the remaining tablets. 
To reinsert the sleeve, manual force is applied to urge the 
sleeve back into the container. Of course, once the first 
sleeve dispenser has had its supply of tablets exhausted, 
it may be discarded leaving the remaining sleeves in the 
container which will no longer be friction-?tting within 
said container. If desired, the empty sleeve may be placed 
within the storage portion of the container by manually 
rearranging the sleeves and exposing a tablet-contain 
ing sleeve dispenser in the position accessible to the 
open neck. In this manner, a friction-?t is maintained 
for the bene?t of the remaining sleeve members within 
the container. 

Referring now to the appended drawings: 
FIGURE 1 is a side elevational view of the container 

with the sleeve members contained within. 
FIGURE 2 is a top plan view of the container with the 

cap removed. 
FIGURE 3 is a cross-sectional view taken along line 

3—3 of FIGURE 1. 
FIGURE 4 is a cutaway side elevational view of the 

container showing one sleeve member partially withdrawn 
therefrom. 
FIGURE 5 is a side elevational view of one tubular 

sleeve member. 
FIGURE 6 is a side elevational view of another tubular 

slee've member. 
FIGURE 7 is a cross—sectional view of a sleeve mem 

ber taken along line 7——7 of FIGURE 6. 
FIGURE 1 illustrates the preferred embodiment of the 

device It} comprehended by this invention. The container 
11 is ellipsoidal in shape and has a predetermined interior 
diameter and a neck 13 centered laterally of median line 
12—12. The neck 13 is ringed 32 (FIGURE 4) in order 
to engage a cap M which removably seals the container 
11. A tubular sleeve member S is disposed immediately 
below the neck 13, containing a plurality of tablets 21 
in stacked relationship which functions as a tablet dis 
penser. The sleeve S comprises a tubular body 15 hav 
ing an open side delineated by opposed edges 16 and 23 
(FIGURES 2, 3) of the tubular body wall 15'. Similarly, 
a second sleeve member S’ is disposed adjacent to the 
?rst sleeve member S within the container. The second 
sleeve membertS' also comprises a tubular body 18 hav 
ing an open side delineated by opposed edges 19 and 
2!} of the tubular body wall 18, and containing a plu 
rality of tablets 21 in stacked relationship. 
.Each sleeve member S and S’ is made from an inert 

resilient plastic material, such as polyethylene, polyvinyl 
‘or polystyrene. In the normal position, the tubular sleeve 
S or S’ has an interior diameter 35 or 35’ (FIGURES 5 
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and 6) equal to or slightly smaller than the tablet to be 
contained therein, and therefore capable of holding the 
tablets 21 securely in position. Since the tubular walls 
15 and 1% are made of a resilient plastic material, the 0p 
posed edges 16, 23 and I9, 20 may be stretched in op 
posing directions, thus facilitating removal of one or more 
tablets from the tubular dispenser. After removal of the 
desired number of tablets, the tubular body walls 15 or 
18 resume their normal position retaining the remaining 
tablets 21 in position. Since the tablets 21 may be ex 
tremely susceptible to breakage, the opposed edges 16, 23 
and 19, 2% are preferably ?anged outward from the body 
walls 15 and 18. This construction prevents the tablets 
21 from contacting any sharp edges of the tubular sleeves 
S or S’ when being withdrawn through the open side. 

In FIGURE 2, a top plan view of the device 10 is shown 
with the cap 14- removed. The ?rst sleeve member S is 
shown disposed immediately below the open neck 22. The 
sleeve S is shown to have opposed edges 16 and 23 
?anged outward from the body wall 15. Similarly, the 
second sleeve S’ has opposed edges it}, 20 ?anged out 
ward from the body wall 18. The sleeve S accessible to 
the open neck 22 is provided with a tab 17 pivotally 
mounted to the body wall which is used to pull the sleeve 
dispenser out of the container 11 exposing the tablets Zll 
for removal from the dispenser as is best illustrated in 
FIGURE 4. The tab 17 may be removably mounted on 
the sleeve S so that when the tablets 21 of that sleeve 
dispenser are exhausted, the tab 17 could be removed 
from the empty sleeve S, which is then placed in the 
storage area of the container 11, and snapped onto the 
second sleeve S’, which is then inserted into the container 
such that it is accessible to removal through the open 
neck 22. If this construction is desired, each may be pro 
vided with an attachment point 25a (FIGURE 3) where 
the tab 17 can be attached to the body wall. 
FIGURE 3 is a top plan view taken along line 3-3 of 

FIGURE 1 which illustrates the manner in which the 
sleeve dispensers S and S’ frictionally engage with each 
other and the container walls. The sleeves S and S’, and 
the container 11 are so constructed that the removable 
sleeve S is in communication with the second S’ at point 
23. Furthermore, each sleeve S and S’ communicates with 
the interior walls 11a of the container 11 at various 
points 29‘, 3t), This construction provides a friction?t 
of the sleeves S and S’ within the container 11 so that the 
sleeve dispenser S can only be withdrawn from the con 
tainer 11 by pulling on the tab 17 to overcome the fric 
tional forces, providing easy access to the tablets 21 con 
tained within said dispenser, as is best illustarted in FIG 
URE 4. The withdrawn sleeve S may then be pushed back 
into the container lll and the container 11 resealed with 
the cap 14. 
The dispenser sleeve members S and S’ are illustrated 

in FIGURES 5 and 6 respectively, which function as stor 
age and dispensing tubes for the tablets 21. Sleeve S is 
shown to have an elongated tubular body wall 15 of a pre 
determined interior diameter and an open side extend 
ing along the vertical axis of the body wall 15, such that 
the open end is delineated by opposed ?anged edges 16, 
23 of the body wall 15. The open space between the 
flanged edges 16 and 23 is su?iciently large such that 
tablets can be withdrawn through the open side. The re 
siliency of the material out of which the dispensing sleeve 
S is made, keeps the opposed edges 16, 23 in a position 
su?icient to hold the tablets 21 securely within the tubular 
sleeve S. A restraining tab 25 is integral with the upper 
most end of the sleeve body wall 15 at a point opposite 
the open side and extending horizontally outward over the 
interior of the area bounded by the body wall 35 of the 
sleeve member S. This restraining tab 25 prevents the 
tablets 21 from spilling out through the top end of the 
dispensing sleeve S. In addition, bottom plates 33, 3d are 
provided at the lower end of the dispensing sleeve S to 
prevent the tablets 221 from falling out of the bottom 
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end of the sleeve S. By having two bottom plates 33, 34 
separated by an open space, the opposed edges 16, 23 
may easily ‘be stretched apart to remove the tablets 21 
from within. 
The second sleeve S’ is shown in FIGURE 6 to be con 

structed similarly to the ?rst sleeve S, having an elon 
gated tubular body wall 18 of a predetermined interior 
diameter 35’ and an open side extending along the ver 
tical axis of the body wall 18 delineated by opposed 
?anged edges 19, 20 of the body wall 18. This dispensing 
sleeve S’ may also be provided with a restraining tab 24 
and bottom plates 33a, 34a to prevent the tablets 21 from 
spilling out either from the top or the bottom of the 
dispensing sleeve. FIGURE 7, clearly illustrates the con 
struction of the bottom plates 33a, 34a separated by an 
open space 36 thereby facilitating stretching the opposed 
edges 19, 20‘ of the dispensing sleeve S’. 

Others may practice this invetnion in any of the numer 
ous ways which will be suggested to one skilled in the art 
upon reading this disclosure. All such practice of the inven 
tion is considered to be covered hereby provided it falls 
within the scope of the following claims. 

I claim: 
1. A tablet container and dispenser comprising, in com 

bination, a glass container of predetermined interior diam 
eter, having an open neck positioned laterally of the 1011 
gitudinal median line of said container such that only a 
portion of the interior area of said container is immediate 
ly accessible to the open neck; a ?rst tubular inert plastic 
sleeve member contained within said container having an 
elongated arcuately shaped body wall with an upper end 
and a lower end; said member having an open side delin 
eated by opposed edges of the body wall, said edges being 
?anged outward from said body wall; a restraining tab in 
tegral with the upper end of the body wall at a point 
opposite the open side and extending horizontally out 
ward over the area bounded by said body wall; base plates 
integral with the lower end of the body Wall, perpendic 
ular to said wall and extending inwardly from a point near 
the ?anged edge to a point opposite said edge; a second 
tubular inert plastic sleeve member contained within the 
portion of said container which is immediately accessible 
to said open neck friction-?tting against the interior of 
said container and the body Wall of said first sleeve 
member; said member having an elongated arcuately 
shaped body Wall with an upper end and a lower end; 
said member having an open side delineated by opposed 
edges of the body wall; said edges being ?anged outward 
from said body wall; a restraining tab integral with the 
upper end of the body wall at a point opposite the open 
side and extending horizontally outward over the area 
bounded by said body wall; base plates integral with the 
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lower end of the body wall, perpendicular to said wall and 
extending inwardly from a point near the ?anged edge to 
a point opposite said edge, a vertical tab pivotally mounted 
at the upper end of said second sleeve member at a point 
immediately behind and adjacent to the restraining tab; 
and a cap adapted to removably seal said open neck, 
whereby tablets are frictionally engaged within the sleeve 
members in stacked relationship and are rendered acces 
sible to a user by grasping and pulling the vertical tab of 
the second sleeve member, withdrawing said member from 
the container through the open neck and reinserting said 
member into the container after the desired number of 
tablets are removed through the open side of said member. 

2. A tablet container and dispenser comprising, in com 
bination, a container of predetermined interior diameter 
having an open neck; a tubular inert plastic sleeve member 
contained within said container having an elongated arcu 
ately shaped body wall with an upper end and a lower 
end, said member having an open side delineated by op 
posed edges of the body wall, said edges being ?anged 
outward from the body Wall; a restraining tab at the upper 
end of the body wall extending horizontally outward over 
the area bounded by said body wall and a base plate at 
the lower end of the body wall to support the tablets in 
the sleeve member from above and below; and a cap 
adapted to removably seal said open neck, whereby tablets 
are frictionalily engaged within the sleeve member in 
stacked relationship and are rendered accessible to a 
user by withdrawing said sleeve member from the con 
tainer through the open neck and reinserting said mem 
ber into the container after the desired number of tablets 
are removed through the open side of said member. 

3. A tablet container and dispenser according to claim 
2 which includes a vertical tab pivotally mounted at the 
upper end of the sleeve member to facilitate grasping and 
withdrawing the member from within the container. 
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